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Abstract 

This paper proviucs a systematic and full treatment of mode transfer operators in pro
cess algebra, including complete axiomatizations, operational rules, analysis of expressive 
power and extensions with timing features. III particular, we study a disrupt operator 
and all interrupt operator. 
Norc: this papeT is a Tevision and extension of {7l 

1 Introduction 

A useful feature in programming languages and specification languages is the ability to denote 
mode switches. In particular, most languages have means to describe the disrupt or interrupt 
j-,he llonnaJ execution of a systeln. Also in process algebra, various disrupt and interrupt 
operators have received attention, see e.g. [7], [10], [11], [3], [121. In LOTOS (see [9]) we have 
Llle d-isTuptwn operator, that is denoted I>. Another name is disabling. In this paper, we 
provide a systematic and full treatment of mode transfer operators in process algebra, includ
ing complete <:1xiornatizations, operational rules, analysis of expressive power and extensions 
wit]l tin1illg features. 

VVe write disrupt as f----{>. The process x f----{> y starts behaving as x but may, at any 
mOIl1ellt in tilne, leave .7: and proceed with the execution of Jj. Further, we consider the 
interrupt operator f----------{t>. '1'he process :r: f----------{t> Jj likewise starts behaving as x, lnay at any 
fl10lncut in tirne leave x and procced with Jj, out upon cOlnpletion of Jj reSUllles the executioll 
of :1:. Disrupt and interrupt both describe a form of mode transfer, and thus can be called 
nwde lnl,nsfer operators. 

Addition of t.hese operators to process algebra follows the usual pat.tern: we will define 
then1 ill a. couple ofaxiollls: and show they can be elirninated frOln closed terms. Thus, 
adding the operators fonns a conservative extension of the standard theory. On the other 
hiJncl~ we will show that with recursioll, the mode transfer operators do add expressive power. 
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'\1e provide an operational interpretation by defining structured operational rules, thereby 
developing the standard lnodel of transition SyStClTIS modulo bisiInulation equivalence. \iVe 
SllOW that our aXiOll1atisation is sound and complete for this Il1odel. 

The usdulness of the operators shows in writing intuitively understandable specifications 
of processes. Also other theories and other process algebras have been endowed with mode 
transfer operators, thus underlining their intuitive appeal. In our view) any addition of an 
extm operator to process algebra is warranted as soon as this is useful for the purpose of 
process specification in a given context, as long as it is done in a neat and consistent way. 
'rhus: <.1. practitioner can select the conlbination of features that arc important in her/his case 
st.udy, and be provided wit.h a "marle t.o order" process algebra. 

2 Basic Process Algebra 

We start out from the standard process algebra BPA" Basic Process Algebra with inaction. 
'The signature elements are: 

• Constants (J, from sorne given set A are the ato'mic processes) the basic building blocks 
of our process terms. Process a will execute action (J, at SOllle (unspecified) moment in 
time, and will then t.erminate immediately and successfully. 

• Binary operator + denotes alterna.tive composition or choice. Process x + y executes 
eit.her ;r or y, but not both. The choice is resolved upon execution of the first. action. 

• Billary operator· dcnotes sequential composition. 

• Constant 0 denotes inaction: and is the neutral element of alternative cOlnposition. 
Process 0 cannot execute any action, and cannot terminate. In a setting with time, 0 
does not block aclvancelllent of tillle, so the process can also be called livelock. 

'I'lie process algebm BFA, is axiomatised by axioms Al-7 in Table 1. Omitting constant 5, 
just having axioms AI-5, yields the process algebra BPA. More about these process algebras 
can be found in standard references [6], [5]. 

Now we add the mode transfer operators to this theory. Both x f--t> y and x f--l» yare 
writt.en as the sum of t.wo alternatives, depending whether the first action that is executed is a 
first act.ion of x or a first action of 11 (axioms DIS and INT). The axioms follow the pattern of 
Lhf~ axiOlllatisation of rnerge using left nlerge: the operator is split into two parts, depending 
on whether the first step comes from the first argument (E-l> resp. E--ll» or from the second 
mgulllcnt (J--t> resp. )-!l». 

'rhese auxiliary operators are next axiomat.ised, left disrupt and left interrupt using the 
fonn of the left-hand argument (LDISl-3 resp. LINTI-3), the definition of right disrupt and 
riglit interrupt are even simpler (RDIS resp. RINT) (but will become more complicated in 
extensions to follow). We call t.his theory BPAmod, BPA, with mode transfer operators. 

A simple consequence of the axioms of BPAmod is given by t.he following equations; 
,) f--t> ;c; = ;D and .5 f--l» ;c = ;c . .5. This differs from the t.reatment of.5 in [7], but. brings it 
mOl'e in line with our interpretation of 5 as livclock. 

Next: we trent 50111C basic theory. \Ve define the set of basic tenns, and show that each 
dosed tel'ln can be reduced to a Lasic tenn (the so-called eliluination theorelll). This allows 
tl,e use of structural induction in proofs like in the proposition to follow (associativity of 
disrupt.). 
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:1: + /J = Y + x Al x+o=:£ A6 
(:I; + y) + z = :£ + (y + z) A2 o·.x = 0 A7 
:/; +:1: =:1; A3 
(:I: + ',II) . Z = :I; . Z + y . Z A4 
(.7: . y) . z = x . (1/ . z) A5 

:1: f--!> y = :D E--!> y + 1; J---l> y DIS X f---Il> Y = :£ E----il> Y + X J---4> Y INT 
(I, E---f> :r = a LDISI a~x=a LINT! 
(a,";) E--!> y = (J,' (1; f--!> 1/) LDIS2 ( (J, • :£) E----il> Y = 0. . (:E f---Il> y) LINT2 
(:1: + y) E--!> z =.X E--!> z + 1/ E--!> z LDIS3 (:£ + y) E----il> Z = :1: E----il> Z + y E----il> Z LINT3 
J;J---C>y=y BOIS XJ---4>y=y'x RINT 

Table 1: Axioms of BPAmod (a E Au {o}). 

Definition 1 We define a set of closed terms called basic terms inductively: 

• each CL, for (), E A U { o} is a basic tenn; 

• for each ba~ic ternl t and ea.ch a E A, a . t is a basic term; 

• ror each two basic ternlS t, 8, t + s is a basic tenn. 

IVe oee t.hat basic terms only employ prefi.T mnitipiication, i.e. the left-hand argument of 
a sequential cornposition is always just an atomic action. 

Theorem 2 Let t be a closed term ove'!' the signatnre of BPAmod. Then there is a basic term 
,'i such that BPA'mod f- t = s. This is the elilllinatioll theorem. 

Proof Standard term rewrite analysis, see examples in [61 or [51. D 

Actnally, in it propooition in the following section we need the following strengthening of 
the elimination theorem. Also this strengthening is straightforward to prove. 

Corollary 3 Let P be a closed term over BPA, and let Q be a term over BPA8 possibly 
involving variables. Then P f--!> Q can be written as a term over BPA,. 

Proposition 4 Disruption il::i associative, i.e. (x f----------{> y) f--(> Z = x f--(> (y f--(> z) holds for 
all closed BPAmod terms .X,y,Z. 

Proof Using the elimination theorem, it suffices to prove this for basic tenns x. Then, 
we use structural induction on :J:, following the definition of basic terms. There are three 
cases. 

l. :I; == (J. (a E Au {O}). 

(0. f--!> y) f--!> Z = (0. + y) f--!> Z = (a. + y) E--l> Z + (0. + y) J---l> z = 

= (/, + y E--l> Z + Z = a. + y f--!> Z = a. f--!>. (y f--!> z). 
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2. :1; = (1.' :c' ((1. E A), the proposition is true for x'. 

(a -:c' f----I> y) f----I> Z = (a.. (.r' f----I> y) + y) f----I> Z = (I.. ((x' f----I> y) f----I> z) + y E-t> z + z = 

= a.. (7:' f----I> (y f----I> Z)) + y f----I> Z = a· .I' E-t> (y f----I> z) + a· x' J---t> (y f----I> z) = 

= a. . . r' f----I> (1/ f----I> z). 

::L :1; = :(;' + x", the proposition is true for 7:': :£". 

((ec' +'I") f----I> y) f----I> Z = (C/i E-t> 1/+x" E-t> y+y) f----I> Z = (x' f----I> y+x" f----I> y) f----I> Z = 

= (cr:' f----I> JJ) E-t> z + (:J:" f----I> y) E-t> Z + Z = (x' f----I> y) f----I> Z + (x" f----I> JJ) f----I> z = 

= :J:' f----I> (y f----I> z) + x" f----I> (y f----I> z) = 

= :[' E-t> (y f----I> z) + 1/ f----I> Z + .r" E-t> (1/ f----I> Z) + y f----I> Z = 

= (.r' + .7,") E-t> (y f----I> Z) + y f----I> Z = (x' + x") f----I> (y f----I> z). 

D 

Likc\visc, we can prove x E-----{> (y f-----t> z) = (.T E-----t> y) E-----t> Z and .T]--------{> (y ]--------{> z) = (:£ f-----t> 

y) J---t> z. Similar statements for the interrupt operator do not hold, e.g. we have 

a f--{l> (u f--{l> c) = a. + ba + cbo. 

while 
(0. f--{l> b) f---Il> C = n + u· (a + Co.) + c· (a + bal. 

Next, we provide a model for BPAmod on the basis of structured operational rules (so
called 808 ndcs) in the style of Plotkin, see e.g. [13J. The rules in Table 2 define the following 
relations on closed BPA1110d tenus: binary relations . ~ . and una.ry relations . ~ -J (for 
(f. E il). Intuitively, they have the following meaning: 

• :r; ~ :l;' llleans that :£ evolves into :c' by executing atOlnic action aj 

• :t ~ J llleans that x successfully tenninates upon execution of a 

The rules provide a transition system for each closed term. Next, we define an equivalence 
relation on these transition systems in the standard way. 

Definition 5 vVe say two closed terms t, s are bimilar, notation t!cc±s if there IS a binary 
relation 011 closed terms R, called a bisimulation, such that the following holds: 

• FI.(t, 8) 

• whenever R(;c,JJ) and x ~ Xl then there is a tenn y' such that y ~]}' and R(x',y') 

• whenever R(.T,?)) and y ~ y' then there is a term x' such that x ~ x' and H(;£',]}') 

• whenever ReI:, y) then :I: ."c, J iff y ."c, J 
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U I ;r:+y-t:r; 

(J f 
.7: -t ;r, 

(). , 
.T·y-t.T .y 

a I 
:); f---l> y ---+ X f---l> Y 

{J. I 
:C -t.7: 

a I 
:C E----------t> y -t :7; I----t> 11 

n , 
:C f-[I> y -t :1; f-[I> y 

(J. , 

.7: -t .T 

(J , 

;1; E------{I> JJ -t ;r; I----IJ> Y 

JJ ~ y' 

X+y~yl 

(J I y---+y 
:r; f----[> y ~ y' 

a I y---+y 
:r]--------{>y ~ y' 

Y ~ yl 

X I----IJ> Y ~ y' . ;r: 

y~yl 
a I :1: J-----{t> y -t y . X 

a~J 

a J .7: -t 

x+y"+J 
U J X -t 

u 
.7:-1)---+1) 

U J X-t 
a 

J X f---l> Y ---+ 

x"+ J 
a J X E--t> Y -t 

U J :£ -t 

U 

J :r f----Il> y ---+ 

U J :r; -t 

U 

J X E----------{t> y-t 

Table 2: Deduction rules for BPAmod (a E A). 

a J y-t 

x+y"+J 

y"+ J 
U J Xf---l>y---+ 

y"+ J 
a J XJ---!>y-t 

y"+ J 
a 

XI----IJ>Jj-tX 

y"+ J 
a 

XJ------{J>y-tX 

Proposition 6 Bisimulation is a congruence relation on closed BPAmod terms. 

Proof This is a standard result following fronl the format of the deduction rules, see 

e.g. [5J. o 

Theorem 7 The theaTY BPAmod is sound a.nd complete faT the model of transition systems 
nwdulo frisim,ulation; i. c. JOT all closed terrns t, s we ha'ue 

BPAmod I- t = s <==;- t ..... s 

Proof This is also a standard result, based on the elimination theorem and the fact 

t.lmt the theory with mode transfer operators is a conservative extension of the theory with
out. these operators. We can follow the recipe of [5J. 0 

The extension of the basic theory treated in this section with parallel composition (or 
nWTlJe, denoted II), with or without communication, is entirely standard, see e.g. [6J or [5J. 

3 Recursive Definitions 

\~le use recursion to specify processes with possible infinite behaviour as is standard in process 
algebra, see e.g. [GJ or [5J. 

Let. V be it set of variables ranging over processes. A recursive specification E = E(V) is a 
~(~t of equations E = {X = tx I X E V} where each tx is a term over the signature in question 
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(in this case, BPAnlOd) and variables from V. A solution of a recursive specification E(V) 
in our theory is a set of processes {(X IE) I X E V} ill some model of the theory such that 
the equa.tions of E(V) hold, if for all X E V, X stands for (XIE). Mostly, we are interested 
in OIle pnrticulaT variable X E V. 

Let t be a tenn containing a variable X. Vie call an occurrence of X ill t guarded if t has 
it subtcrm of the form a·" with a E A and .5 a term containing this occurrence of X. We call 
it recursive specification gwmied if all occurrences of all its variahles in the right-hand sides 
of all it.s equations are guarded or it can be rewritten to such a recursive specification using 
Llw axiollls of the theory and the equations of the specification. We can add SOS rules for 
recursion to the rules in Table 2, such that in the resulting model for BPAmod, all recursive 
specifications over BPAlnod have a solution, and all guarded recursive specifications have a 
unique solution. We s'"y that the process that is the unique solution of a finite E is defined 
b:y E. 

The SOS rules, presented in Table 3, come down to looking upon (XIE) as the process 
(/xl1'7), which is tx with, for all Y E V, all occurrences of Y ill tx replaced by (YIE). 

(txIE).:':.,y 

(XIE) .:':., y 

(txI E ) .:':., V 
(XIE).:':., V 

Table 3: Deduction rules for recursion (a E A). 

\Ve call n.Jl equation linear if it has the form 

X = (II . Xl + ... + an . X" + u] + ... + Um , 

for cel"tain 'n; HI. 2: 0; (J,i E A, Xi E V, lJj E AU {b}. We call a process y a state of process :£ 

ill y can be reached from x by executing a sequence of steps. We call a process regular if its 
bisilllulation equivalence class contains a transition system with finitely many states. It is a 
wcll-known result (see e.g. [8]) that a process is regular iff it can be defined by a finite linear 
recursive specification. 

Proposition 8 Consider the recursive equation X = a . X E---t> Uc. Obviously, this equation 
is gua.rded. The solution of this equation iI:i not regular. 

Proof It is easy to see that the equation is guarded, so it has a unique solution in the 
op(,rational model, abusing notation called X. Define To = b . c, and Tn+! = be f----l> T" 
[or each u. Notice that process Tn can execute a. series of 7n b~steps followed by c for each 

III. ::; n + 1; but not for TIl, > n + 1. Thus, all '1~1. are different processes, and cannot be 

hisimihtr. Next, process X can execute n consecutive a~steps, resulting in process X 1-----1> Tn. 
Again; all states X 1-----1> Tn are different, so process X has infinitely Inauy different states. 
Thus, X is not regular. D 

Proposition 9 If P is regular then the solution of X = P E---t> X is also regular. 

Proof On the basis of the deduction rules, we can derive that each state of X is of the 
kmll Q f----l> X, where Q is a state of P. Thus, X has no more states than P. D 
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Often, the disrupt operator is used to describe exception handling. This can take the 
form of (1. recursion equation X = N E--C> E . X, where N denotes the Honnal behaviour of 
tht~ SystClll; and E denotes a. process that signals exceptions and performs some exception 
halldling. 

Next, we show that recursive definitions over BPAmod lead outside the domain of processes 
tlJat are recursively definable over BPA,. 

Proposition 10 Let C be a counter process, e.g. defined by the pair of equations 

C=a·D·C, D=o+a·D·D. 

Then the process P = C f---t> c is not recursively definable over BPA,. 

Proof This goes exactly like the proof of theorem 3.9 in [2] (only a little simpler). 0 

This proposition hinges on the fact that the process that is disrupting, i.e. c, tennillates. 
For, the next proposition tells us, that if the disrupting process cannot terminate (we say, the 
process is perpetual), then definability is preserved. 

Proposition 11 If P, Q are recursively definable over BPA, and Q is perpetual, then P f---t> 

Q is recursively definable over BPA,. 

Proof Let E = {Xi = ti I 1 'S i, 'S n} be a recursIve specification for P and let 
F = {Yj = 8j 11 'S 'f 'S rn.} be a recursive specification for Q (so P can be substituted for Xl 

and q for Yr). Obtain ti from ti by replacing every Xi by Zi, then {Zi = ti+Ylll 'S i 'S n}UF 
is (l recllrsive specification for P I--t> Q. D 

Not.e tbat. the sirnilax statelllent for PA does not hold. This is the content of the following 

proposit.ion. Let. us take another copy of a connt.er, say 

E = d· F· E, F = c + d· F· F, 

t.hen B = C II E denotes a bag over two elements (with inputs a, d and output.s b, e). It is 
well-known (see e.g. [8]) that B is also the solution of the following recursive equation: 

B = {J.' (0 II B) + d· (e II B), 

and that B is not definable over BPAJ. 

Proposition 12 Let P = c· P and B be a.s above (a bag over two clements), then B f---t> P 
i~ llot definable over PA. 

Proof Suppose not, so B f---I> P is defined by recursive specification E = {Xi = ti 11 'S 
i, :S n} over PA. Consider a run of the system in which c does not occur) so it just consists of 
act,jOllS (J,; b; dJ e. \Ve claiTrt that there is such a trace leading to an expression F in which a 
parnllel composition of the form R II S occurs unguarded such that one of R, S has an initial 
HeLion C n.ud the other has an initial action different frOlll c. We prove the claim below. 

Given the claim, we can finish the proof as follows. Say, without loss of generality, that 
H has an initial action a and S has an initial action c. Then we can execute also a after c, 
coLltrndicting the definition of the disrupt operator. 
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'T'o prove the claim, consider the system E', obtained from E by replacing all occurrences 
of (' by S amI then simplifying as much as possible. The system E' defines the bag, so must by 
[~l still essentially involve the merge operator. Take a variable of E' occurring inside such a 
merge operator; then any trace of CL: b, d, e actions leading from the root state to this variable 
will satisfy the clainl. D 

Proposition 13 In BPA pIns mode transfer operators, it IS not possible to gIve a finite 
recursive definition of the bag over two elelnents. 

Proof 
BPAmod 

Suppose not, t:>O let E = {Xi = ti 11 ::; 'i ::; n} be a recursive specification over 
defining the bag B. By the corollary to the elimination theorem in the previons 

~(-;ction; \ve can suppose that ea.ch left-hand side of each 1----1> or ldi.s operator in E denotes 
an infinite process. 

Now we derive that there is sorne run in E that leads to all expression that has a sununancl 
of the form R ~ S Or (R ~ S) . T, with R an infinite process. Now we have to look at 
,til possibilities for initial steps of Rand S. vVe note that R can enter different states of the 
ha.g by executing actions, but all these states collapse onto one state by executing one initial 
"diOl! of S. This is a contradiction, as the bag does not behave this way. 

This proof is rather informal, but. call be made more precise by formally defining the 
llotions of state nnd senli-state, see [8]. 0 

4 Real Time Process Algebra with Relative Timing 

Next, we look at extensions of the theory presented in the previons section. Especially 
irnportant is the addition of timing features. First, we consider process algebra with real time 
in relative tirning (see [1]). Further OIl, we look at discrete timing. We use the treatment and 
notatioll of [4], since it allows a smooth int.egration of real time and discrete time theories, 
and also allowt:i sepa.ration of actions and timing infonnation. The frarnework of [4) allows 
for >Ill integrated treatment of all process algebras with timing. Notice that this treatment 
for donse 1;il11e contains so-called urgent actions, which Incans that more than one action can 
OCCll1' consecutively at the sal1lC nlonlent of time. Of course, this is an abstraction of rcality 
(hut n useful one). Vile can either consider that consecutive execution at the SaIne Inoment of 
tiIne denotes execution of independent actions, or consider that closer observation will find a 
I:irne difference. Be that as it may, it is clear that algebraically, this treat.ment is snperior to 
one where such behaviour is excluded. 

We lmve the following syntax in addition to the operators +, . of BPA: 

• 'lLT'qent at(J'rnic actions a, where a E A. The process a denotes inunediate and urgent 
execution of the action fL, at the current I110ment of time, followed by immediate and 
t:iucc8t:isful tcrl11ination. 

• li:rne stop Z. Tilne cannot progret:iS any more beyond the current 1110ment .of time, and no 
terminat.ion can take place. Notice that we do not include the constant 6, for which the 
current 11101I1ent of time it:i already inconsistent. In the absence of this second constant, 
~ is the neutral "e!elnent of alternative conlposition. 
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• the relati1Jc delay operator {Trel. T'his operator takes a non-negative real nUlnber p and 
a process x, and will delay execution of x for alnount of tirne p. We write (T~cl(x), or 
uftell (Tv (cc), instead of CT eel (I', :E). 

Next; we have three auxiliary operators. 

• the relati1Je ti1ne-01Lt operator 'Urel. 'U~eJ (x), or rather v P (x)) IS that part of process x 
that starts within p time units (p 2: 0). 

• the relative initialisation operator Vrel. v~el(;r;)) or rather vP(:c) , is that part of process 
;" that starts after l' time units (1' 2: 0). 

o the now operator Vrel, or simply '/, will block all advancement of time, and will only 
aIlo\v urgent actions to take place. 

\~Te have the following extra observations on alternative and sequential cornposition: 

• The choice in alternative cOlnposition + is resolved by the execution of an action, not 
by I;he mere passage of time. This is expressed by the axiom of time factorisation SRT3. 

• For sequential COlllposition ': relative timing 1118anS that tirne is measured frmn the 
execution of the previous action. This is axiorn SRT4. 

The axiomatisation of BPA"·' adds the axioms in Table 4 to the axioms of BPA. Naming 
of axioms is taken from [4]. Notice we have a different variant of SR.I2, due to the absence of 
the constaut 6. \Ne have an elimination theorem; the auxiliary operators can be eliminated. 

Using the axiorIls: we can obtain the following result: for each term x, either it is the case 
Utilt all initial actions start at the current moment of time, and then :E = v(:E), or there is a 
ullInbcr!" > () such that ;[; can idle for,. time units, and then we can write :E = vr(:E) + (Tr(y) 
for a ccrtaill tenn y. In the second case the first SUnl111and denotes that part of x that 

st:nts execution within l' tinlC units frolIl now, and the second part is the part that starts 
execution no sooner than l' tiI118 units fro111 now. For 1110re details, see [4]. We will use these 
represelltations in the aximllatisatiolls to come. 

T'he definition of an operational s€lnantics by lueans of SOS deduction rules is straightfor

ward. To the relations of Table 2, we add binary relations. c', . on closed terms (for t > 0). 

I utuitively: :r; ~ :r;' means that x evolves into x' by waiting for tinle t. vVe add the rules in 
I. 

T •. d)le G to the rules of Table 2. Note that .7: ~ In8ans that .7: cannot execute a ~ transition, 
i.e. ;" cannot wait for time t. Thus, we have here an SOS definition with negative premises, 
that is well-defined. 

Now we add the interrupt and disrupt operators in this framework. We present a few 
motivating eXaIuples for the disrupt operator. 

o (T2(a.) f----l> (Tl(&) = (Tl((Tl(a) + b). At time 1, the choice is made whether to start the 
disrnption, or not. 

o (Tl (a.) f----l> (T2(1,) = (Tl(a). At time 1, (l must be executed, and the disruption comes too 
late: after the process has finished. 

o "L(a.) f----l> (Tl(&) = (Tl(o.+ b). At time 1, there is a choice whether to execute a or start 
a disruption. 
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a°(:r:) = ;I; SRTl :1:+5=:1: A6SR 
aP(rr'f(x)) = uP+'1(,") SRT2 5'T = 5 A7SR 
ap(",) + aP(y) = uP(X + y) SRT3 
U1'(T' y) = uP(x) 0 y SRT4 v(a) = a SRUl 

u(rrT(.T)) = 5 SRU2 
U(:1: + y) = v(:r) + v(y) SRU3 
U(X'Y)=U(oT)'Y SRU4 

,/'(:r:) = i! SRTOl vo(.x) = x SRIl 
v' (a) = a SRT02 v' (a) = a' (i!) SRI2 
vP+'I(aP(x)) = rrP(v'f(:c)) SRT03 vP+'1("P(:c)) = "P(V'I(x)) SRI3 
v'(:r: + y) = V'·(.T) + VT(y) SRT04 vP(:c + y) = vP(x) + vP(y) SRI4 
v''(:r . y) = v'O(:r) . y SRT05 vP(X' y) = vP(x) . y SRI5 

Table 4: Axioms ofBPA in relative real time (a. E Au {b},p,q 2: O,r > 0). 

Next, we look at the interrupt operator. Consider the example a1O(a) f---4 a2(/;). The 
process "lO(a) can be interrupted by the execution of b after two time units. After the 
(~Xecu1;ioll of u~ control goes ba.ck. Since two time units have passed: the remaining process is 
(Js (00 ). 

A second example is (,,4(a) + ,,1O(b)) f---4 (,,2 (e) . ,,5 (d)). Upon interruption (after 2 time 
nIlits), we execute c followecl, after 5 time units, by rl. At this point, control goes back, the 
OpbOll to do a has tilHed out, and 0"~1 (b') rernains. 

Finally, a4 (a) f---4 ((T"ic) . uG(d)), when interruption occurs after two time units, will 
execnte c followed by (T2(5), as deadlock will occur when the interrupted process Call no 
longer wait. 

\~Ie show the [LXiOlnatisatioll of the lHode transfer operators in Table 6. Again, we have an 
(~liminntioll theafml1: all nlode transfer operators can be elilninated from closed ternlS. As a 
(:()ll::;equcncc, we call prove that the axiomatisation is sound and cOlnplcte for the operational 
lllOclel of transition systerlls nlodulo bisirllulation equivalence. 

We "elel the SOS rules in Table 7. 

5 Discrete Time 

Now we look at what happens when we discretise timing. The signature elements now become: 

• Process!l for atOlnic action a lneans that (l is executed in the current time slice. This 
means that a call be executed at the current 11l0l1lent of tilne, or at any tilne between 
now and the first integer time value (lneasured on a global clock). 

• Likewise; sI stands for deadlock at the end of the current time slice. 'rhus, titne can 
progress up to the fin::it integer tiIne value. 

• the relative delay operator a: the relative tinle out operator v and the relative initialisa
tioll operator 17 all take only natural llulllbers in the fir~t argurnent. (]"1 denotes passage 
to the next time slice. 

10 



:c ~ 2:', y ~ y' 
T, , 

:D+Y>-->X +y 

:r ~ :r:' 
T 

;r; . Y I----t ;r;' . y 

;r~:r;' 

v'(.7;).!':.,X' 
0. , 

.7: -t ;r; 

VO(X) .!':., :I;' 

:r; ~ .7:' 

( ) 
a , 

U.7: -t X 

(1, , 

X -t .'C 

crO(X) .!':., :E' 

;r~;r;' 

T 

" xl----tx',yr/-t 
r , 

X+y I-----t X 

a / 
.7: -t Y 

VT(:E) .!':., ..; 

T.!':., ..; 

11'(X) .!':., ..; 

r , 
;r; I-----t X ,p:::; r 

vr(:E) ~ T' 

(I / 
:1: -t y 

v(X) .!':., ..; 

a / 
X-ty 

.,. r 
y>--> y', X >f. 
X+y~y' 

T , 
XI-----tX 

'['able 5: Deduction rules for BPA with relative real time (a E A,r > O,p 2: 0), 

• The other opera.tors do not change. 

III the axionla.tisation, all we need to do in Table 4 is to change confltants a, 5' into g,~, 
rcplncc every S in an axiOln name into a D, and let p, q range over natural nunIbers, r range 
over positive natural nUlnbers. 

Lik<:~wise) in the deduction rules, we lilnit r to pOflitive natural nUlnbers, p to natural 

nurnbcrs. In fact, it is enough to consider time steps 2.t. 
Axiomatisation and deduction rules for nlode transfer is now straightforward. Elimination, 

soundness and cOlnpleteness follows. 

6 Conclusion 

\Ve have provided a systclnatic and full treatnIent of n10de transfer operators in process alge
bra: iududing cOlllplete axiomatizations, operational rules, analysis of expressive power and 
('~xtensions with tilning features. 'rhis can be used in system specifica.tions and in selnantics 
of programn1ing and specification languages. 
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x f--I> Y = :" E--t> y + :1: J---l> y 
:i E----1> .'C = a 
(n'D) E--t> y = n ·(:c f--I> y) 
(:r; + y) E--t> z = x E--t> z + Y E--t> z 
0"'"(:") E--t> v"(y) = u"(x;) 
cr"(:c) E--t> (v'"(:y) + O"'(z)) = O"'(X E--t> z) 

;:;:: ;:.;: 

xJ--I>n=u 

7; J---l> (n:y) = ny 
x J---l> (y + z) = :r; J---l> ]I + x J---l> z 
JJ(:r;) J---l> u"(y) = S 
(v"(:c) + O""(y)) J---l> O"'(z) = cr'(X J---l> z) 

.70 f--j» y = :1; E---!J> y + :[ J-lJ.> ]I 

(J, E------D> x = a 
(a.,") E---!J> y = a ·(x f--j» y) 
(x; + y) E---!J> z = :[ E---!J> z + y E---!J> z 
cr' (.T) E---!J> v" (y) = 0" '"(:r; ) 
0"'(:") E---!J> (v'(y) + cr"(Z)) = O"'(X E---!J> Z) 
:1; }---{l> a = a ·:c 

7; J-lJ.> (a.y) = n· (:c J-lJ.> y) 
T J-lJ.> (y + z) = :[ J-lJ.> y + .T J-lJ.> Z 

JJ(J;) J-lJ.> cr'(y) = S 
(v' (:D) + O"'(y)) J-lJ.> U'(Z) = O"'(.T J-lJ.> z) 

DIS 
LDISI 
LDIS2 
LDIS3 
LDIS4 
LDIS5 
RDISI 
RDIS2 
RDIS3 
RDIS4 
RDIS5 

INT 
LINTl 
LINT2 
LINT3 
LINT4 
LINT5 
RINTI 
RINT2 
RINT3 
RINT4 
RINT5 

Table G: Mode t.ran8fer in BPA"'·(a. E AU {5}, T > 0). 
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T T 
:C 1---1- .'[;',]/ 1---1- ]/' 

r 
:1: !------C> y 1---1- :r:' !------C> ]/' 

l' , r , 
:rl---1-:1:,yI---1-Jj 

.,. , 
:r E-----t> y 1---1- X' E-----t> ]/ 

r 
:r; E---f.\> ]/ 1---1- X' E---f.\> y' 

,. r 
:1: 1---1- :r;',y~ 

, , 
x !------C> Y !---+ X 

.,. .,. 
X 1---1- x',y~ 

.'[; E-----t> Y ~ x' 

r , r 
CE f-> x: ,11 ef+ 

.,. , 
:1: I----------/J> y 1---1- X 

, 
:t ~ x',y ~ 

X E---f.\> Y ~ :r:' 

" , x J---t> JJ 1---1- .7: J----t> JJ 

r I .,. I 
:r: 1---1- :r: , y !---+ Y 

r 
X J-----{t> Y !---+ X' J-----{t> y' 

Table 7: Deduction rules for mode transfer in BPA>C'(a E A, r > 0). 
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